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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Many computer scientists dream of the day when we will be able to 

create a virtual reality that is as realistic as reality itself Although 

advancements in the field are constantly moving us closer to the realization 

of this dream, we still have a long way to go. Part of the difficulty in 

creating realistic virtual environments is properly recreating the sensory 

perceptions that we experience in real life. 

Computer graphics have traditionally been the primary method for 

rendering virtual environments. Although computer graphics have advanced 

considerably, most of these displays vary significantly from reality in at least 

one characteristic: they are flat. The real world, of course, is not flat. When 

we view an object in the real world, our left and right eyes perceive different 

images, and these images are naturally fused to produce a sensation of depth. 

Computer monitors, however, usually present a single flat image. Although 

some products have been developed to generate stereoscopic images, this 

equipment tends to be expensive and often requires exotic workstations. 



The sense of touch is another fundamental sense we use to explore 

and experience our world. For the most part, this sense has been ignored b\ 

researchers. Recent advances in haptic (touch) technology, however, have 

brought this field to the forefront of virtual reality research. 

What is needed is a way to integrate stereoscopics and haptics to 

provide a more realistic experience to the user. This technique should be 

simple to implement, and accessible by anyone. To this end, I have 

developed a technique for generating stereoscopic haptic images that is both 

practical to use and affordable. 



CHAPTER II 

BACKGROUND 

Stereoscopics 

We live in a three-dimensional world. When we look around us, we 

perceive objects as having depth. Most current computer displays, however, 

lack the ability to truly represent objects in three dimensions, and instead 

rely on a two dimensional projection of a three-dimensional image onto a 

flat screen. Despite recent advances in three-dimensional graphics, we still 

rely on the same flat computer screens to observe these three-dimensional 

scenes. What if we could truly see these images in three dimensions? 

When we view an object in three dimensions, both eyes see the object 

from a slightly different perspective. Each eye perceives a slightly different 

image, and the brain naturally fiises these two images in a process called 

stereopsis to perceive depth. This process can be simulated if we generate 

the two dimensional images that each eye should see of a three dimensional 

object, and then present the left eye image only to the left eye and the right 

eye image only to the right eye. This is the basis of stereoscopy. 



Stereoscopy encompasses all the techniques used to make a two-

dimensional object appear three-dimensional. Whether the technique 

involves the familiar red-and-blue 3D glasses used to view 3D movies, or an 

elaborate head mounted computer display system, the underlying principle is 

the same: present each eye with a slightly different view of an object and let 

the brain reconcile the two, resulting in the illusion of depth. 

The implications of stereoscopy to computer applications are 

profound. Imagine a surgeon using a stereoscopic device to "see" inside a 

patient in three dimensions. Or imagine a fhght simulator with a virtual 

cockpit complete with "three-dimensional" controls. Stereoscopic devices 

allow us to break through the traditional limitations of computer graphic 

displays, and move a step closer to virtual reality. 

To fully understand the challenge of generating stereoscopic images, 

it is helpful to understand some of the fundamentals of human vision. In 

particular, it is usefiil to understand how humans perceive depth. 

When viewing objects in three dimensions, humans rely on several 

depth cues to determine the relative positions of the objects. These depth 

cues can be separated into two categories: physiological and psychological.' 



Physiological Depth Cues 

Physiological depth cues are generated as a resuh of the way the 

human visual system is physically constructed. These include: 

1. Accommodation. Accommodation is the changing of the focal lens 

of the eye to focus on an object or a region of space. 

2. Convergence. Convergence is the tendency of the eyes to turn 

inward (or converge) on an object. The closer the object is to the 

viewer, the greater the convergence. 

3. Motion Parallax. Motion parallax is the phenomenon where objects 

nearby seem to be moving faster than objects farther away as the 

viewer moves. For example, as a person looks out the window of a 

moving car, the telephone poles nearby seem to whiz by, but the 

mountains in the distance don't seem to move at all. 

4. Binocular Disparity. Binocular disparity is the difference in the 

images that the left eye and the right eye perceive while viewing a 

scene. Binocular disparity is the basis of stereopsis. 



Psychological Depth Cues 

Psychological depth cues are generated as a result of the viewer's 

knowledge of the world around him. These depth cues are learned through 

experience. They include: 

1. Aerial Perspective. When an object is farther away, it appears to be 

less distinct and hazy (e.g., mountains in the distance). 

2. Color. Because different wavelengths of light refract at different 

angles in the eye, two different colored objects of the same shape 

at the same distance from the viewer may appear to be at different 

depths. Furthermore, brighter objects tend to appear closer than 

dimmer objects. 

3. Interposition. Interposition is quite simply when one object is in 

front of another, the object in front usually obscures the object 

behind it. 

4. Linear Perspective. The further an object is away, the smaller the 

image that is projected on the viewer's retina. Train tracks, for 

example, will appear to be closer together in the distance as the 

viewer looks down the tracks. 

.v̂  



5. Retinal Image Size. If a person views an image in which a 

skyscraper is the same size as a man, the person uses his 

knowledge of the world to deduce that the skyscraper must be 

further away than the man. 

6. Shading and Shadowing. Parts of an object that are further from a 

light source are darker than those that are closer, giving some clue 

as to the depth of the object. Furthermore, another depth cue can be 

provided if one object casts a shadow on another. 

7. Texture Gradient. Fine detail in the texture of an object can be 

observed if the object is close to the viewer. 

Binocular Disparity 

The depth cue that produces the stereopsis effect is binocular 

disparity. It is important to remember, however, that this is not the only 

depth cue. It is possible for several depth cues to either reinforce or conflict 

with each other. When developing a stereoscopic display, one must take care 

to avoid conflicting depth cues. 

As stated before, binocular disparity is the difference in the images the 

left and right eyes perceive. In fact, the two images are usually slightly 



shifted along the horizontal axis (assuming the viewer is upright and looking 

towards the horizon). If we were to project the two images onto a screen, the 

distance between a point in the left eye image and the corresponding point in 

the right eye image is called the parallax (see Figure 2.1).̂  If the parallax is 

equal to the distance between the two eyes (interaxial separation), the axes 

of the eyes will be parallel. If the parallax is less than the interaxial 

separation, the eyes will converge. If the parallax is greater than the 

interaxial separation, the viewer will experience wall-eyed vision (divergent 

axes). 

With this knowledge, we now have the basis for producing a 

stereoscopic image. By varying the parallax, we can control the perceived 

depth of an object in an image (see Figure 2.1). Objects with zero parallax, 

for instance, will appear to be on the projection plane. Objects with positive 

parallax (the left eye image is to the left of the right eye image) will appear 

to be behind the projection plane. Objects with negative parallax (the left eye 

image is to the right of the right eye image) will appear to be in front of the 

projection plane. In general, care should be taken to avoid using large 

parallax values, as this may result in viewer discomfort or the inability of the 

viewer to reconcile the two images resulting in double images. 
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Stereoscopv Requirements 

Any stereoscopic viewing system must meet two basic requirements 

to produce a stereoscopic image: 

1. The left and right eye images must be properly generated. 

2. The left and right eye images must be properly presented to the 

viewer's left and right eyes. 

Haptics 

The term haptic is defined as "of or having to do with the sense of 

touch; tactile."^ The sense of touch is one of the most fundamental of human 

senses, but has not been widely represented in the world of virtual reality. 

Instead, traditional computer applications rely on the presentation of data in 

visual forms. This has proven to be inadequate in simulating activities in 

which the sense of touch plays a vital role. Playing a musical instrument or 

painting a picture, for example, rely heavily on tactile feedback. 

The sense of touch differs from the other senses in that it is bilateral in 

nature."* As we touch an object, the object pushes back and haptic 

information is exchanged in an interactive manner. This differs from the 



sense of sight, which is passive in nature. Haptic information is processed in 

a direct and primal way that is critical to understanding the world around us. 

Devices that allow us to interact haptically with computers, however, have 

been scarce. 

Computer haptics is defined as "the discipline concerned with the 

techniques and processes associated with generating and displaying 

synthesized haptic stimuli to the human user."^ In essence, computer haptics 

involves creating virtual objects which can be touched by the user. The field 

of computer haptics was significantly advanced in 1993 with the 

introduction of the Phantom haptic interface. 

The Phantom Haptic Interface 

The Phantom is a device that sits on the desktop next to the computer 

(see Figure 2.2). It consists of a stylus attached to a mechanical arm that the 

user can use to interact with virtual objects. The Phantom can display forces 

arising from point interactions. This can be thought of as if one was probing 

an object with a stick. Currently, the Phantom is capable of tracking position 

along six degrees of freedom, and providing force feedback along three 

degrees of freedom. 
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To create a haptic environment, one must first have an understanding 

of how the tactile system works. When we touch an object, there is an 

exchange of force between the object and our skin. This is the kinesthetic 

portion of the sense of touch. Conversely, there is also a tactile component 

to the sense of touch. Sensors in the skin allow us to feel details of the 

objects surface such as its texture and temperature. These tactile cues are 

combined with the kinesthetic cues to produce the sense of touch. 

To create a virtual haptic environment, we do not need to perfectly 

model all of these haptic cues. The human tactile system is capable of 

resolving vibrations at up to 1 kHz, so we must be able to provide haptic 

cues at this rate or faster to create a reahstic feeling scene. But just like the 

eye can be fooled into sensing motion when still images are displayed at 30 

Hz (as in animation), so too can the tactile system be fooled (albeit at a 

much higher refresh rate). 

To create virtual objects that can be rendered haptically, a method 

must be devised to model the physical properties of the objects (physical, 

geometric, material, and kinematic). One method is to model objects using 

planar and spherical surfaces. Using this method, we can simulate touching 

the object by determining the intersection point of the Phantom with the 
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virtual object, and then determining the normal of the surface plane 

representing the object and sending force in that direction proportional to the 

depth of penetration of the object (see Figure 2.3).^ This simple model can 

produce very realistic "feeling" objects, particularly when used in 

conjunction with a visual display to take advantage of our natural ability to 

integrate sensory information. 

12 
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Figure 2.1. Binocular Disparity. 
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Figure 2.2. The Phantom Haptic Interface. 
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CHAPTER III 

A STEREOSCOPIC HAPTIC INTERFACE 

Stereoscopic Technologv 

As stated earlier, two issues must be resolved in order to generate 

stereoscopic images. First, how does one generate the left and the right eye 

images? Second, how does one properly present these images to the user in 

order to achieve the desired effect? 

Generating the Images 

The Camera Model^ 

Nearly all computer displays are flat. Therefore, the images we project 

on these displays are also flat. The eye, however, is a curved surface. When 

we project images onto a flat surface in an attempt to simulate the human 

eye, distortion can occur. 

Consider a model where the eyes are represented by two cameras (see 

Figure 3.1). As the cameras (eyes) converge on an object, the convergence 

planes of the cameras are no longer parallel to the projection plane. Point P 

in the scene must be rotated and projected onto the projection plane (e.g., the 

16 



monitor screen). When this projection is viewed stereoscopically, however, 

the depth of the object may be misrepresented due to the rotation and 

projection. 

To illustrate this problem, consider Figure 3.1. In this figure, two 

converging cameras are viewing an object P at the depth of the desired 

projection planes. When we combine the two images, each image is rotated 

0 degrees about the convergence point. Thus the left camera's projection 

will be at point Pi on the projection plane, and the right camera's projection 

at Pf. When viewed stereoscopically, however, this will cause the object to 

have positive parallax, and appear to be behind the monitor. This is due to 

the rotation of the projections. 

To avoid this problem, one can use the parallel camera model (Figure 

3.2). In the parallel camera model, each camera is aligned with their axes 

parallel to one another. By having the cameras parallel to each other, we can 

avoid any of the rotations that cause distortion. Thus an object will appear at 

the proper depth when viewed stereoscopically. 

There are some downsides to the parallel camera method. First, the 

two viewing spaces of the cameras do not completely overlap, causing this 

fi*action of the image to not be stereoscopic. Secondly, since the cameras do 
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not converge, the viewer is forced to converge his own eyes to view the 

image. The viewer's focus, however, must remain on the monitor. This can 

cause a disparity between the depth cues of convergence and 

accommodation. With practice, however, this disparity is not a problem. 

I have chosen to use the parallel camera model due to its distortionless 

projections and simplicity. Furthermore, the parallel camera model has the 

advantage of not having to predict where the user will focus his attention in 

a scene, and then having to converge the cameras on that point. 

OpenGL 

n 

OpenGL is a programming interface to graphics hardware. It consists 

of about 150 different commands used to produce interactive three-

dimensional graphics. OpenGL lets us create a three-dimensional scene, and 

then create a view of that scene. This view of the scene (called a viewport) is 

similar to that of a camera. 

We can set up the position and orientation of this "virtual camera" 

within the scene, and OpenGL will render the view of the scene from that 

camera's perspective. This frees the programmer from the chore of 

calculating rotation matrices and projections. This makes it very easy to 

18 



create the left and right eye images of a scene using the aforementioned 

parallel camera method. By creating two cameras placed in the position of 

the user's eyes with parallel axes, we can simply switch between the two 

cameras to generate the left and right eye views of the scene. 

Presenting the Images 

Shutter Glasses 

Currently, there are two common methods used to present 

Stereoscopic images to the user via computer. The first consists of using 

separate displays for each eye and presenting the left eye image on the left 

eye display and the right eye image on the right eye display. In order to 

insure that the left eye only sees the left eye image, these displays are 

usually mounted in a helmet with each display (usually just a few inches in 

width) "covering" one eye. The disadvantage of this method is that the user 

is forced to wear a bulky piece of equipment, and the user's view of the 

world around him is completely blocked. Thus the user is left fiimbling for 

his keyboard and so forth. 

The second technique involves using a single monitor, and then 

presenting the left and right eye images of an object on the monitor 

19 



repeatedly in quick succession. Shutter glasses (see Figure 3.3) are worn by 

the user in order to synchronize the images on the screen with the user's 

9 

eyes. 

Shutter glasses have the ability to cover one eye while uncovering the 

other by quickly opening and closing "shutters" that are in each lens of the 

glasses. By synchronizing the opening and closing of these shutters with the 

displaying of the left and right images on the monitor, we can insure that the 

user's left eye only sees the left eye image, and the right eye only sees the 

right eye image. If this switching is done quickly enough, the user will not 

notice that two images are actually being presented, and instead will 

perceive only one stereoscopic image. Shutter glasses have an advantage 

over head mounted displays in that they are less bulky and do not prevent 

the user from seeing his actual surroundings. They are also generally less 

expensive than head mounted displays, and the viewer can use a high 

resolution monitor (most head mounted displays use low resolution liquid 

crystal displays). This is the technique I will use to view my stereoscopic 

images. 

There are two main disadvantages to using shutter glasses. First, a 

method for presenting the correct images to each eye must be developed. In 

20 



other words, one must make sure the left eye shutter is open and the right 

eye shutter closed while the left eye image is on the screen, and then close 

the left eye shutter and open the right eye shutter when the right eye image is 

on the screen. The second disadvantage is cross-talk (or "ghosting"). When 

switching the image from the left to the right eye on the monitor, the 

phosphors of the monitor do not instantly turn off. Instead they fade at 

varying rates. Green phosphors in particular have the longest decay rate. 

This can cause a trace of the left eye image to be seen by the right eye and 

vice-versa, and a faint "ghost" image may be seen. This can be countered to 

some degree by using expensive monitors with fast phosphor decay rates, or 

by avoiding using colors with particularly long decay rates. 

Three techniques are commonly used to synchronize the shutter 

glasses with the left and right eye images. These techniques are interlacing, 

page-flipping and sync-doubling. 

In the interlaced method, the left and right images are interlaced on 

alternating sets of scan lines. The left eye image, for example, is placed on 

the even set of scan lines, and the right eye image on the odd set of scan 

lines. The monitor is then placed into an interlaced mode. When in 

interlaced mode, the monitor alternately displays one set of scan lines (e.g.. 
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the even scan lines) on one refresh cycle, followed by the alternate set on the 

next refresh cycle. This is usually done at such a rate (preferably 30 Hz or 

better) that the human eye can not detect the switching between the sets of 

scan lines. Standard analog television, for example, displays images in this 

manner. The shutter glasses are synchronized with the vertical sync signals 

of the monitor so that the left eye shutter is open when the left eye set of 

scan lines (e.g., the even set of scan lines) is being refreshed, and the right 

eye shutter is open when the alternate set of scan lines is being refreshed. 

The second method is the page-flipped method. In the page-flipped 

method, two buffers (or pages) of video memory are used to hold the left and 

right eye images. These pages are switched (or "flipped") onto the screen 

very quickly in sync with the shutter glasses. This requires that the developer 

create some way to synchronize the flipping of the images with the 

switching of the shutter glasses. 

The third method is sync-doubling. With sync-doubling, the left and 

right images are displayed one on top of the other. Special hardware is used 

to effectively double the refresh rate, causing (alternately) the top image to 

be displayed followed by the bottom image. The shutter glasses are 
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synchronized with the sync signals of the sync-doubler (similar to the 

interlaced method). 

The shutter glasses I am using are the VR Surfer glasses from VRex. 

These glasses come with an infrared transmitter that sends a signal to the 

glasses to synchronize the opening and closing of the shutters. The 

transmitter plugs into the video card and can detect certain vertical sync 

signals that can be used to trigger the switching of the shutters. As delivered 

from VRex, the transmitter will automatically send these switching signals if 

the monitor is in an interlaced mode. If the monitor is not in an interlaced 

mode, a special driver must be used to create a "tweaked" signal to trigger 

the transmitter. 

A Stereoscopic Solution 

As mentioned before, there are two basic issues that must be resolved 

to generate stereoscopic images. First, how will the images be generated? 

Second, how will the images be properly presented to the viewer? 

For generating the left and right images, we can use OpenGL. As 

described in the previous section, a parallel camera model can be developed 

using OpenGL to view a three-dimensional scene. Thus, by switching the 
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viewport from one camera to the other, we can automatically generate the 

left and right eye images of the scene. 

This leads to the next design issue: How to display the images? As 

mentioned before, I am using shutter glasses to alternately display the left 

eye image to the left eye and the right eye image to the right eye. The 

difficulty lies in synchronizing the images with the glasses. 

One method would be to draw the left eye image, and then signal the 

glasses to open the left eye shutter and close the right eye shutter. Then one 

would draw the right eye image and signal the glasses to close the left eye 

shutter and open the right eye shutter and so on. This method has two major 

disadvantages: 

First of all, the image must be switched between the left and the right 

eye very quickly in order to avoid flicker. In order to do so, the images 

would need to be switched about every 1/30* of a second. When rendering a 

complex, dynamic scene, this requirement may be difficult to meet. If the 

images could not be switched quickly enough (preferably every 1/30* of a 

second or faster), the stereoscopic effect would be lost. 

Secondly, the program must have some way to signal the shutter 

glasses that it is time to switch the shutters. When using shutter glasses that 
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respond to the vertical sync signal of the video card (as the VR Surfer 

glasses do), this is difficult to do. There is no guarantee that the image can 

be drawn in one refresh cycle (typically 1/60* of a second or shorter), so one 

can not simply have the shutter glasses switch with every vertical sync 

signal. Furthermore, a way must be devised to not only tell the shutter 

glasses when to switch, but which eye to open and which to close. Without 

this, half the time the left eye would be open when the right eye should be 

open and vice versa. These issues can be avoided using shutter glasses that 

do not depend on the vertical sync signal for their switching (some 

controllers use the parallel port to signal the glasses). The glasses I am using 

(VR Surfer) and most others would require a special driver to be developed 

to synchronize the glasses with the images on the screen. 

My solution to these problems involves using the interlaced mode 

available on many video cards. When the monitor is placed into an 

interlaced mode, the VR Surfer transmitter automatically generates the 

proper signals for switching the shutters. The left eye is open while the even 

scan lines are being displayed, and the right eye is open while the odd scan 

lines are displayed. To display the images properly, we can draw the left eye 

images only on the even scan lines, and the right eye image only on the odd 
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scan lines (see Figure 3.4). Thus, when in interlaced mode and using the 

shutter glasses, the left eye will only see the left eye image (the even scan 

lines) and the right eye will only see the right eye image (the odd scan lines). 

To draw the images on only one set of scan lines or the other, I use an 

OpenGL construct called a stencil. The stencil restricts drawing to a certain 

portion of the screen. You can draw an image in the stencil buffer, and then, 

for example, restrict drawing images to the screen only where the stencil is 

not present. In this respect, the stencil acts like a cardboard stencil would if 

you were spray painting an object. 

By drawing horizontal lines on every other scan line in the stencil 

buffer, I can then restrict drawing of an image on the screen to those scan 

lines only. The stencil is, in effect, the even set of scan lines. Using this 

technique, I can shift the viewport to the left (for the left eye's view), set the 

stencil to draw only where the stencil is present (the even scan lines), and 

then render the scene. This will cause the left eye's view to be rendered on 

the even scan lines (see Figure 3.5). I can then set the stencil to only draw 

where the stencil is NOT present, shift the viewport to the right (for the right 

eye's view), and draw the object again. This will cause the right eye image 

to be rendered on the odd set of scan lines. At this point, the left and right 
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images will be interleaved on alternate scan lines (see Figure 3.5). If the 

monitor is placed in an interlaced mode, the VR Surfer controller will 

automatically generate the proper signals to open the left eye shutter for the 

even scan lines, and the right eye shutter for the odd scan lines. Thus the 

image will be stereoscopic when viewed through the shutter glasses. 

One of the main advantages of this method is that it is not necessary to 

use any extra software or hardware to synchronize the images with the 

shutter glasses. Since both the left eye image and the right eye image are on 

the screen "simultaneously" (but on alternate scan lines), there is no need to 

signal the glasses to switch after rendering a view. This makes the method 

reliable regardless of how quickly a frame can be rendered on a particular 

machine. If we were to use a non-interlaced mode, it would be necessary to 

draw the frames (and switch between them) very quickly in order to 

eliminate flicker. 

One of the disadvantages of this method is that the resolution is cut in 

half On a high resolution monitor, however, this is acceptable since the 

resulting resolution is still very good. Furthermore, the brain tends to merge 

the two images, filling in the gaps to produce a solid image. 
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Another disadvantage is the necessity of rendering the image twice 

per frame. This could reduce the overall frame rate of an animated scene. 

Any stereoscopic method, though, requires the scene to be rendered twice 

(but not necessarily per frame), so overall performance should not be any 

worse than other stereoscopic rendering methods. Since both the left and 

right eye images are displayed simultaneously in this method, the 

stereoscopic effect will not suffer as the frame rate decreases. 

Integrating Stereoscopics and Haptics 

In this section, I will outline a procedure for integrating stereoscopics 

into a haptic application. The equipment used for this procedure includes: 

1. 300 MHz Pentium II with 128 MB ram, 

2. STB Velocity 4400 PCI video card with 16 MB ram, 

3. Windows NT 4.0 service pack 3, 

4. Phantom Haptic Interface, 

5. GHOST SDK, 

6. Microsoft Visual C++ 5.0, 

7. VRex VR Surfer shutter glasses and transmitter. 
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The Phantom Haptic Interface comes with a C++ object-oriented 

toolkit called the GHOST (General Haptics Open Software Toolkit) SDK. 

This toolkit allows us to construct virtual haptic scenes consisting of 

geometric objects and spatial effects. While the toolkit removes the need for 

the programmer to worry about low-level force and device issues, it does not 

provide a means to visually render the scene. The GHOST SDK does, 

however, provide graphic callback mechanisms to allow the use of a number 

of graphics development environments. Callback fiinctions are functions that 

get called when certain events occur. A graphics callback fimction, for 

instance, can be called by the operating system whenever the scene needs to 

be refreshed graphically. Typically the graphic environment will be 

OpenGL. 

Using the GHOST SDK, the haptic and graphics processes are 

independent of each other, but synchronized through the use of callback 

fiinctions. In general, the routines for generating the graphics are placed in a 

callback fimction. It is the programmer's responsibility to insure that the 

haptic and graphic scenes remain in sync. 

This independence of the graphics and haptics allows us to easily 

modify or swap the existing graphics routine to meet our needs. As a result. 
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it is relatively easy to convert an existing GHOST application to a 

stereoscopic GHOST application by modifying the graphics routine. 

As an example of this, I have modified the Manipulator demo that 

ships with the Phantom to convert it a stereoscopic application. The 

Manipulator demo is a haptic application developed by Sensable 

Technologies, Inc. The demo allows the user to manipulate a virtual die by 

translating, rotating, and scaling the die with the Phantom. As shipped by 

Sensable Technology, Inc., the demo is monoscopic. 

To convert this monoscopic demo to a stereoscopic demo, I first had 

to construct the stencil buffer. As stated earlier, the stencil buffer is basically 

the alternating set of scan lines. To allow for different window sizes, I 

placed the code to construct the stencil buffer in the reshape callback 

function. This function gets called whenever the window is created or 

resized. The dimensions of the window are passed as arguments. The 

following code sample shows how the stencil is created (see Appendix for 

complete source code listing): 

// This clears the stencil buffer 

glClear(GL_STENCIL_BUFFER_BIT); 

// This states that the stencil test always passes 
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glStencilFunc(GL_AL WAYS,Oxl ,0x1); 

// This states that we will replace what is in the stencil 

glStencilOp(GL_REPLACE,GL_REPLACE,GL_REPLACE); 

// This for loop draws horizontal lines in the stencil buffer. 

//The variables h and w are the height and the width of the screen. 

// Note that the index is incremented by 2 to draw every other 

// horizontal line. 

for(int i=0;i<h;i+=2) 

{ 

glBegin(GL_LINES); 

{ 

// The 0.5 is necessary to insure proper placement of the line 

glVertex2f(0.0,i+0.5); 

glVertex2f(w,i+0.5); 

glEndO; 

} 

Now that the stencil buffer is ready, we must modify the 

updategraphics function. The updategraphics function is another callback 
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function that is called whenever the graphics are to be refreshed on the 

screen. We must modify the function to draw the left eye image on the 

stencil, and the right eye image off the stencil. The following sample code 

illustrates how this can be done (see Appendix for complete source code 

hsting): 

// move camera leftward for left eye view 

glTranslatef(0-dxl,0,0); 

// Set the stencil function to render ON the stencil 

glStencilFunc(GL_EQUAL,Oxl ,0x1); 

glStencilOp(GL_KEEP,GL_KEEP,GL_KEEP); 

// render the scene... (code omitted) 

// Now move the camera rightward for right eye view 

glTranslatef(0+dxl, 0, 0); 

// Set the stencil function to render OFF the stencil 

glStencilFunc(GL_NOTEQUAL,0xl ,0x1); 

glStencilOp(GL_KEEP,GL_KEEP,GL_KEEP); 

// render the scene again... 

The basic idea is to move the camera to the left and render the scene 

on one set of scan lines, and then move the camera to the right and render 
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the scene again on the other set of scan lines. Once this is accomplished, the 

left and right eye images will be interlaced on the screen together. 

Now that we have the interlaced image, we can view the image 

stereoscopically. First, the display must be placed in an interfaced mode. 

Under Windows NT, this is done under the display properties of the control 

panel. Using the STB Velocity 4400,1 select the following display mode: 

1024 X 768, 256 colors, 43 Hz Interfaced. 

Next, we turn on the VRex transmitter. This transmitter is plugged 

into the output of the video card, and will automatically synchronize the 

VRex VR Surfer glasses with an interlaced video signal. When the display is 

placed in an interlaced mode, one set of scan lines (e.g., the even scan lines) 

will be displayed on one refresh cycle, and the alternating set of scan lines 

on the next refresh cycle. With our interlaced image on the screen, this has 

the effect of displaying the left eye image on one refresh cycle, followed by 

the right eye image on the next refresh cycle. The shutter glasses will open 

and close the shutters in sync with the vertical sync signals. The left eye 

shutter is only open when the scan lines containing the left eye image are 

being displayed, and the right eye shutter is only open for the set of scan 
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lines containing the right eye image. Thus we meet the requirements for 

generating and displaying a stereoscopic image. 

At this point, we have a stereoscopic haptic application. Note that it is 

not necessary to modify the existing haptic code to convert a monoscopic 

haptic application to a stereoscopic haptic application. This is possible 

because of the independence of the haptic and graphic routines under the 

GHOST SDK. 

Further refinements to this demo were made to allow the user to adjust 

the separation (parallax) of the left and right eye images. This allows the 

user to modify the extent of the stereoscopic effect and even control whether 

the objects appear to pop out of the screen or recess into the screen. The user 

is also able to toggle the stereoscopic effect on and off for visual 

comparison. 
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Figure 3.1. The Camera Model. 
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Figure 3.2. The Parallel Camera Model. 
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Figure 3.3. Shutter Glasses. 
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Figure 3.4. Interlaced Image. 
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Figure 3.5. The Stencil Buffer. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

Analvsis of Resuhs 

Using these techniques, we have demonstrated that is possible to 

achieve a stereoscopic haptic application. During the process of developing 

and implementing this technique, several interesting resuhs were found. 

As expected, there were issues with the overall frame rate using this 

technique. This was largely expected since the scene must be rendered twice 

per frame (once for each eye's view). The stencil test, though, also added 

significantly to the time to render the scene. This was partially alleviated by 

disabling the stencil test when rendering objects that were at screen depth 

(i.e., zero parallax). This is possible to do since the left and right eye will 

perceive the same image for theses objects. This optimization can allow for a 

significant increase in the frame rate. 

Another potential problem is the difficulty in predicting whether the 

first scan line in the OpenGL window will be an even or odd scan line on the 

monitor. This difficulty arises because the window can be moved vertically, 

and the border of the OpenGL window can be of varying thickness. If the 
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left and right eye images are on the wrong set of scan lines, the user will 

perceive a pseudo-stereoscopic image. This image will still appear to be 

stereoscopic, but may seem unnatural in appearance and cause the user to 

experience eye strain. This can be worked around by creating a callback 

fimction that can shift the stencil buffer up or down a scan line if necessary 

when a key is pressed. 

Determining the amount to shift the left and right eye views was a 

trial and error exercise. If the separation was too small, the effect was 

diminished. If the separation was too great, the two images could not be 

reconciled. In the end, I installed callback functions to allow the user to 

manually adjust the separation for the most pleasing aesthetic effect. 

As stated earlier, it is not necessary to modify the haptics routines, so 

this part of the application performed as well as the original application. The 

added depth sensation that the stereoscopic viewing provides causes the 

scene to appear to be more solid that the monoscopic version. The effect is 

most dramatic as objects get near to the viewer, significantly increasing the 

realism of the scene. Adding stereoscopics to a haptic application greatly 

increases the user's sense of immersion in the scene. 
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Comparison to Other Techniques 

There are three standard techniques to produce stereoscopic images: 

interlacing, page-flipping, and sync-doubling. Each technique has its 

advantages and disadvantages (see Table 4.1). 

The method described in this paper is a form of interlacing. The 

primary advantage of interlacing is that the synchronization of the images 

with the shutter glasses is trivial. In general, the shutter glasses hardware 

will manage the synchronization for the user, so the programmer does not 

have to worry about such concerns. Another advantage of interlacing is that 

the stereoscopic effect is maintained despite the frame rate. To maintain the 

stereoscopic effect, the left and right eye images must be switched very 

quickly (preferably 30 Hz or better). If the images are not switched quickly 

enough, the stereoscopic effect will be lost and the user will perceive a series 

of distinct images instead of a fused stereoscopic image. With an interlaced 

image, both images are contained in a single frame, so the stereoscopic 

effect is not lost even if the overall frame rate gets very low. A final 

advantage of the interlaced method is that it does not require exotic 

hardware to implement. 
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The major disadvantage of an interlaced image is that the resolution of 

the image is cut in half This is due to the fact that both the left and right eye 

images must coexist on the screen simultaneously. The left eye image, for 

example, will only contain half of the lines available on the screen. When 

viewed stereoscopically, however, the eye tends to "fill in" the missing lines 

to produce a solid image. This reduces the impact of the loss of resolution. 

Another disadvantage of the interlaced method is that it requires a video card 

that supports interlaced mode. 

The page-flipped method of generating stereoscopic images has the 

primary advantage of greater resolution than an interlaced image. In the 

page-flipped mode, each image (left and right) can occupy the entire screen, 

thus fiilly utilizing the resolution of the screen. 

Using the page-flipped mode, however, the user must devise a method 

to synchronize the switching of the images with the shutter glasses. This 

may require the user to develop a special driver or write custom code in the 

application itself, complicating the task. Another disadvantage of the page-

flipped method is that if the images can not be switched quickly enough 

(preferably 30 Hz or better), the stereoscopic effect will be lost. This may be 

a problem when rendering complex scenes. 
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The sync-doubling method has the main advantages of both the 

interlaced and page-flipped methods. The images can be of high resolution 

(like the page flipped method), and the stereoscopic effect is "automatically" 

maintained by the hardware (like the interlaced method). The main 

disadvantage of the sync-doubling method is the necessity of special sync-

doubling equipment. This equipment is typically expensive and reserved for 

high-end workstations (i.e., Silicon Graphics workstations). 

Conclusion 

Stereoscopics and haptics add another dimension to computer 

graphics enabling the viewer to become more immersed into the virtual 

environment. Methods for integrating stereoscopics and haptics, however, 

have not been extensively developed. Those that do exist involve exotic 

hardware or are difficult to implement. The solution presented in this paper 

offers the developer an inexpensive, easy-to-use technique for generating 

stereoscopic haptic images. This solution can transform the virtual 

environment from a flat, formless, two-dimensional experience to a more 

realistic and solid three-dimensional experience. Hopefully this will bring us 

a step closer to the dream of virtual reality. 
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Table 4.1: Comparison of Stereoscopic Techniques 

Technique 

Interlaced (using 

OpenGL stencil) 

Page-Flipped 

Sync-Doubled 

Pros 

1. Minimal Hardware 

Requirements 

2. Relatively easy to 

synchronize images 

with shutter glasses 

3. Stereoscopic effect 

maintained 

regardless of frame 

rate 

1. High resolutions 

1. High resolutions 

2. Relatively easy to 

synchronize images 

with shutter glasses 

3. Stereoscopic effect 

automatically 

maintained 

Cons 

1. Resolution is cut in 

half 

2. Requires video card 

capable of interlaced 

mode 

3. Stencil test 

introduces additional 

overhead 

1. Synchronizing 

images with shutter 

glasses more 

difficult 

2. Loss of stereoscopic 

effect possible if 

frame rate too low 

1. Special sync 

doubling hardware 

necessary to implement 
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APPENDIX 

SAMPLE SOURCE CODE 

Kirk Watson 

10/25/1998 

This is a modified version of the Manipulator demo by Sensable 

Technologies, Inc. (original author Loren Shih). 

This source code has been modified to allow the scene to be rendered 

both haptically and stereoscopically. 

_ File type: C++ 

_ Libraries: OpenGL, GHOST 

Platforms: SGI, Windows NT 3.51 or 4.0 

DESCRIPTION: This demo creates a set of buttons that allow the 

user to try out the translate, rotate and scale manipulators. 

It's been modified for stereoscopic viewing. 
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__ DYNAMIC PROPERTIES: Buttons switch between the different 

manipulators. 

If the stylus switch button is selected then depressing the stylus 

switch turns on the selected manipulator. Otherwise the 

manipulators are started and stopped by the space bar. 

_ FEATURES: 

Pressing "g" or "G" turns the Graphics on and off 

^ # ] i e * « * 4 t * * 

** 

• * include files 

** 

j|cKe4c4:*4c*i^*y 

#ifdef_WINDOWS 

#include <windows.h> 
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#pragma waming(disable : 4244) // MIPS 

#pragma waming(disable : 4136) // X86 

#pragma waming(disable : 4051) // ALPHA 

#define sleep Sleep 

#endif 

#ifdefSGI 

#define TRUE 1 

#define FALSE 0 

#define CALLBACK /* windows version of aux uses this and SGI version 

doesn't */ 

#endif 

/* OpenGL includes */ 

#include <GL/gl.h> 

#include <GL/glu.h> 

#include "GHOST.h" 

#ifdefSGI 

#include "aux.h" 
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#else 

#include <GL/glaux.h> 

#endif 

^include "tk.h" 

/* phantom includes */ 

#include "resetscreen.h" 

#include "quit.h" 

/:ie4c:(c:|e4c:|c:|c:|c 

** 

** Constants 

* * 

4 : t * * 4 : a | c * * * / 

/* Window size. */ 

#define WINDOW_WIDTH 500 

//define WINDOW HEIGHT 350 

/* Dimensions of the workspace. */ 
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#define WORKSPACE_XMIN -80.0 

#define WORKSPACE_XMAX 80.0 

#define WORKSPACE_YMIN -30.0 

#define WORKSPACE_YMAX 80.0 

#define WORKSPACE_ZMIN -10.0 

#define WORKSPACE ZMAX 40.0 

/* Distance from viewer to workspace. */ 

#define VIEWER_DISTANCE 200.0 

#define VIEWER Y OFFSET 15.0 

/* Positions of objects in the workspace. */ 

#define CONTROL_CUBE_WIDTH (WORKSPACE_YMAX -

WORKSPACE_YMIN+22) 

#define CONTROL_CUBE_X 25 + CONTROL_CUBE_WIDTH/2.0 

#define CONTROL_CUBE_Y (WORKSPACE_YMAX + 

WORKSPACE_YMIN)/2.0 

#define CONTROL CUBE Z -CONTROL CUBE WIDTH/2.0 
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/* Button properties. */ 

#define NUM_BUTTONS 5 

#define CONTROL_BUTTON_MASS 0.2 

#define CONTROL_BUTTON_DAMPING 3.0 

#define CONTROL_BUTTON_WIDTH 14.0 

#define CONTROL_BUTTON_HEIGHT 10.0 

#define CONTROL_BUTTON_LENGTH 53.0 

#define CONTROL_BUTTON_Y_START 72.0 

#define CONTROL_BUTTON_X_START C0NTR0L_CUBE_X.8 

#define CONTROL_BUTTON_Z_START CONTROL_CUBE_Z + 

C0NTR0L_CUBE_WIDTH/2.0 

#define CONTROL BUTTON SPACING 3.0 

/* Positions of button labels. */ 

#define LABEL_Z CONTROL_BUTTON_Z_START + 1.0 

#define TEXT_SCALE 0.4 /* This is for text labels. */ 

#define CURSOR RADIUS 3.0 

/* Quit button parameters. */ 
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#define QUIT_BUTTON_WIDTH 15.0 

#define QUIT_BUTTON_X CONTROL_BUTTON_X_START-

30+(CONTROL_BUTTON_WIDTH-QUIT_BUTTON_WIDTH)/2 

#define QUIT_BUTTON_Y -10 

#define QUIT_BUTTON_Z CONTROL_BUTTON_Z_START 

/* Target cube dimensions. */ 

#define CUBE_X -30.0 

#define CUBE_Y 0.0 

#define CUBE_Z 10.0 

#define CUBE WIDTH 10.0 

#defineEYE OFFSET-1.400 //defauh viewpoint separation 

#define EYEADJUSTDELTA 0.05 

/* This data are used to graphically create the dice. 

dice_coords are the coordinates of each mark position. 

dice_pos are the indices of dice_coords mark positions 
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for each number. 

E.G. When creating the dice-face representing "2", the 

dice_pos indicates that dicecoords 1 and 6 are to be used, 

and the corresponding p>ositions are .25.,25 (upper left, 

first mark) and .75, .75 (lower right, second mark). 

float dice_coords[7][2] = { 

{.5,.5}, 

{.25,.25}, 

{.25,.5}, 

{.25,.75}, 

{.75,.25}, 

{.75,.5}, 

{.75,.75} 

} ; 

int dice_pos[6][7] = { 

{0,-1}, 

{1,6,-1}, 
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{0,1,6,-1}, 

{1,3,4,6,-1}, 

{0,1,3,4,6,-1}, 

{1,2,3,4,5,6,-1} 

} ; 

It**** 

* * * 

** 

** global variables 

** 

t*******^ 

gstBoolean stereo= TRUE; //indicates whether stereoscopics is on or off 

GLfloat eyeOfFset=EYE_OFFSET, // X offset for left/right viewpoint 

separation 

GLsizei width,height; 
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/* GL display list ids. */ 

static GLuint displayworkspace, displaycursor, displaycursoractive, 

displaycontrolcube, displaybutton, display_button_active, 

displaybuttonlabels, display_font, display_cube; 

static int graphics_on = TRUE; /* This indicates whether to display the 

gr^hics. */ 

static int current_effect = 0; /• This is the current effect. It is initially set to 

zero (none). This is used by the GL buttons to 

determine 

which is active (i.e. selected). The active button is 

drawn highlighted. */ 

/* Variables defining orientation,position, and scale of cube. */ 

static gstPoint cube_pos; 

static gstPoint cube_scale; 

static gstPoint cube_rot; 
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static gstPoint cursor_pos; I* This is the position of cursor for graphics 

redraw. */ 

static gstPoint button j)oss[NUM_BUTTONS]; /* These are the GL button 

positions. */ 

static gstPoint 

quit_button_pos(QUIT_BUTTON_X,QUIT_BUTTON_Y,QUIT_BUTTON 

_Z); 

/* The haptics scene graph representation is: 

» gstScene->gstSeparator [*rootH]->gstSeparator [*hapticScene] 

-> rest of scene graph (cube, buttons, workspace bounds... « 

* / 

static gstScene *scene; 

static gstSeparator *rootH; /* This is the haptics root separator that is 

attached to the scene. */ 

static gstSeparator *hapticScene; /* This is the next separator that contains 

the entire scene graph. */ 

static gstCube *cubeH; /* This is the target cube. */ 

static gstPHANToM *PHANToM; /* This is the PHANToM object. */ 
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static gstBoolean use_stylus_switch; /* This indicates wehether 

the application should 

use the stylus switch, or 

the keyboard spacebar, to 

start/stop the manipulator. */ 

/ * 
* * * * * * * 

** 

** local fimction headers 

** 

* * * * * * * * , 

void init_graphics(void); 

void inithapticsO; 

inline void draw_cube(float length,float width, float height); 

inline void CALLBACK update_graphics(void); 

void CALLBACK reshape(GLsizei w, GLsizei h); 

void CALLBACK startj3rogram(void); 

void CALLBACK toggle_£raphics(void); 

void CALLBACK toggle_manipulator(void); 
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void CALLBACK toggle_haptics(void); 

void CALLBACK increase_distance(void); 

void CALLBACK decrease_distance(void); 

void CALLBACK switch_distance(void); 

void CALLBACK switch_stereo(void); 

void updatePhantomCB(gstTransform *phantom, void *cbData, void 

•param); 

void updateButtonCB(gstTransform *button, void *CbData, void *param); 

void eventButtonCB(gstTransform *button, void *eventData, void *param); 

void updateCubeCB(gstTransform *objH, void *, void *); 

l:tiifi^i*ilfif^f****** 

**:::main:::** 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

**Mainloop. 

Creates window, initializes haptics primitives and graphics 

display lists. Sets up idle callback to update graphics. */ 

int main(int argc, char** argv) 
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use stylusswitch = FALSE; 

/* Start up OpenGL and create the window. */ 

auxInitDisplayMode (AUX_DOUBLE | AUXRGB | AUX_DEPTH 

AUX_STENCIL); 

auxInitPosition(0, 0, GetSystemMetrics(SM_CXFULLSCREEN), 

GetSystemMetrics(SM_CYFULLSCREEN)); 

auxinit Window (argv[0]); 

auxReshapeFunc (reshape); 

/* Initialize graphics modes and create display lists. */ 

initgraphicsO; 

/* Set up key callbacks for turning on and off environmental 

parameters such as haptics and graphics. */ 

auxKeyFunc(AUX_g, toggle_graphics); 

auxKeyFunc(AUX_G, toggle_graphics); 

auxKeyFunc(AUX_h, togglehaptics); 

auxKeyFunc(AUX_H, togglehaptics); 
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auxKeyFunc(AUX_UP, increasedistance); 

auxKeyFunc(AUX_DOWN, decrease_distance); 

auxKeyFunc(AUX_A, switchdistance); 

auxKeyFunc(AUX_a, switchdistance); 

auxKeyFunc(AUX_S, switchstereo); 

auxKeyFunc(AUX_s, switchstereo); 

auxKeyFunc(AUX_SPACE, toggle_manipulator); 

/* Put up image that tells user to hold phantom in reset position. */ 

draw_reset_image(GetSystemMetrics(SM_CXFULLSCREEN), 

GetSystemMetrics(SM_CYFULLSCREEN)); 

/* Set up key callback that starts program when return is hit. */ 

auxKeyFunc(AUX_RETURN, start_program); 

/* Hand control over to window system. */ 

auxMainLoop(NULL); 

retum(O); 
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^********t************* 

* *:: :start_program::: * * 

*******:tlii^itiiliitit ********** 

**Start haptics. 

Called when user hits return (after putting phantom in reset 

position). Initializes, starts the idle callback to update graphics. */ 

void CALLBACK start_program(void) 

{ 

/* Only initialize once. */ 

static int first_time = TRUE; 

if(!first_time) 

return; 

first time = FALSE; 

/•Initialize haptics and start haptics. */ 

init_hapticsO; 
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scene->start ServoLoopO; 

/*GL update graphics as frequently as possible. */ 

auxIdleFunc(update_graphics); 

} 

^************tiii*iii 

**:::reshape:::** 

***************** 

**Redraw when window size changes. 

Called by window manager when window is resized. Resizes viewport, 

sets up projection and model view matrices. */ 

void CALLBACK reshape(GLsizei w, GLsizei h) 

/* Correct for zero height/width. */ 

height=h = h ? h : 1; 

width= w = w ? w : 1; 

/* Resize viewport. */ 
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glViewport(0, 0, w, h); 

/* Set projection matrix. */ 

glMatrixMode(GL_PROJECTION); 

glLoadldentityO; 

/* Create Stencil */ 

gluOrtho2D(0.0,(GLdouble)w,0.0,(GLsizei)h); 

glMatrixMode(GL_MODELVIEW); 

glLoadldentityO; 

glClear(GL_STENCIL_BUFFER_BIT); 

glStencilFunc(GL_AL WAYS,Oxl ,0x1); 

glStencilOp(GL_REPLACE,GL_REPLACE,GL_REPLACE); 

for(int i=0;i<h;i+=2) 

glBegin(GL_LINES); 

{ 

glVertex2f(0.0,i+0.5); 

glVertex2f(w,i+0.5); 
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glEndO; 

} 

glMatrixMode(GL_PROJECTION); 

glLoadldentityO; 

gluPerspective(40.0, (GLfloat) w/(GLfloat) h, VIEWER_DISTANCE + 

WORKSPACE_ZMIN - 100.0, 

VIEWER_DISTANCE + (WORKSPACE_ZMAX -

WORKSPACE_ZMIN)+20); 

/* Set view matrix. */ 

glMatrixMode(GL_MODELVIEW); 

glLoadldentityO; 

glTranslatef(0.0, -VIEWER_Y_OFFSET, WORKSPACE_ZMIN -

VIEWER_DISTANCE); 

void CALLBACK increase_distance(void) 
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/* increases camera separation /* 

{ 

eyeOffset+=EYEADJUSTDELTA; 

void CALLBACK decrease_distance(void) 

/* decreases camera separation /* 

{ 

eyeOffset—EYEADJUSTDELTA; 

} 

void CALLBACK switch_distance(void) 

/* negates camera separation distance/* 

{ 

eyeOffset=-eyeOfifset; 

void CALLBACK switch_stereo(void) 
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/* turns stereo viewing on/o&f* 

{ 

stereo= ! stereo; 

} 

^********iimi^t*iliiillt*illiitt******* 

* *.: :toggle graphics::: * * 

*************itiiiliiifilliili:Htiltilli4^ilfittt 

**Toggle visuals. 

Called when g key is hit to turn graphics on and off. */ 

void CALLBACK toggle_graphics(void) 

{ 

graphics_on = !graphics_on; 

/**iiii******************** 

* *::: toggle haptics::: * * 

H i i ^ i t i ^ i * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

••Toggle force feedback. 
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Called when h key is hit to turn haptics on and off. •/ 

void CALLBACK toggle_haptics(void) 

{ 

static gstBoolean haptics_on = TRUE; 

if(haptics_on) 

/• Root separator removes haptic scene graph. Note that when objects are 

removed from the scene, the scene does not perform memory 

deallocation. 

It is still up to the application to free the memory whenever an object 

is permamently deleted from the scene. In this case, we want to keep 

haptic Scene allocated because we will re-add it when haptics are 

toggled 

on. •/ 

rootH->removeChild(hapticScene); 

else 

/• Add haptic scene graph back to root. •/ 

rootH->addChild(haptic Scene); 

hapticson = Ihapticson; 

} 
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^******iliilf4iiiHllt****itt******* 

• •:: itoggle manipulator::: * • 

****nHlliHi;tiifMf***** ********* 

••Toggle manipulator. 

When usestylusswitch is set to FALSE, pressing the space bar will 

cause the manipulator to toggle between start/stop. •/ 

void CALLBACK toggle_manipulator(void) 

{ 

gstManipulator •manip = PHANToM->getManipulator(); 

static gstBoolean manipon = FALSE, 

if (manip) { 

if (manipon) 

manip->stop(); 

else 

manip->start(); 

manip_on = Imanipon; 

} 

} 
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^******illiili:ilf:ilf:ti;ttit ********* 

• •::: initgraphics::: • • 

*****it^^iii:t ****** ******** 

••Initialize GL graphics objects. 

Set up the display lists to draw the cursor and the workspace 

as well the lighting model and other settings. •/ 

void initgraphics (void) 

{ 

GLUquadricObj •quadObj; 

GLfloat light_position[] = {0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 0.0}; 

GLfloat wall_mat_amb_diffl] = {1, 0.5, 0.0, 1.0}; 

GLfloat button_active_mat_amb_diffI] = {1.0, .3, 0, 1.0}; 

GLfloat button mat_amb_diff[] = {.6, .4, 0,1.0}; 

GLfloat cursor_mat_amb_diff[] = {1, 1, 0, 1.0}; 

GLfloat cursor_active_mat_amb_diff[] = {0.0, 1.0, 1.0,1.0}; 

GLfloat mat_spec[] = {0.1, 0.1, 0.4, 1.0}; 

GLfloat mat_shine[] = {100.0}; 

GLfloat cube_shine[] = {1.0}; 

GLfloat lmodel_ambient[] = { 0.3, 0.3, 0.3,1.0 }; 
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GLfloat cube_mat_amb_dif[I] = {1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.0}; 

/• Initialize font - this uses the tkfont stuff that comes 

with the aux OpenGL lib. •/ 

display_font = glGenLists (256); 

tkCreateFilledFont(display_font); 

/• This object is used for the cursor sphere. •/ 

quadObj = gluNewQuadric (); 

gluQuadricDrawStyle (quadObj, GLU_FILL); 

gluQuadricNormals (quadObj, GLU_SMOOTH); 

/• Lighting - sets up a directional light. •/ 

glLightModelfv(GL_LIGHT_MODEL_AMBIENT,lmodel_ambient); 

glLightModeli(GL_LIGHT_MODEL_LOCAL_VIEWER,GL_FALSE); 

glLightModeli(GL_LIGHT_MODEL_TWO_SIDE,GL_FALSE); 

glShadeModel (GL_SMOOTH); 

glEnable(GL_LIGHTING); 

glEnable(GL_LIGHTO); 

glLightfv(GL_LIGHTO, GL_POSITION, light_position); 
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glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT, GL_SPECULAR, mat_spec); 

glMaterialfv (̂GL_FRONT, GL_SHININESS, mat_shine); 

/• Enable depth buffering for hidden surface removal. •/ 

glDepthFunc(GL_LEQUAL); 

glEnable(GL_DEPTH_TEST); 

glClearStencil(OxO); 

glEnable(GL_STENCIL_TEST); 

/• Cull back faces. •/ 

glCullFace(GL_BACK); 

/• Create a display list for the workspace. Only the right wall 

is present because the other constraints from the workspace 

have been removed. •/ 

display_workspace = glGenLists (1); 

glNewList (display_workspace, GLCOMPILE); 

glShadeModel(GL_FLAT); 
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glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT, GL_AMBIENT_AND_DIFFUSE, 

wall_mat_amb_diff); 

gIDisable(GL_CULL_FACE); 

glBegin(GL_QUADS); { 

/• right wall •/ 

glNormal3f(-1.0,0.0,0.0); 

glVertex3f(W0RKSPACE_XMAX, WORKSPACE_YMIN, 

WORKSPACE_ZMIN); 

glVertex3f(W0RKSPACE_XMAX, WORKSPACE_YMIN, 

WORKSPACE_ZMAX); 

glVertex3f(W0RKSPACE_XMAX, WORKSPACE_YMAX, 

WORKSPACE_ZMAX); 

gIVertex3f(W0RKSPACE_XMAX, WORKSPACE_YMAX, 

WORKSPACE_ZMIN); 

glEndO; 

glEndListO; 

} 

/• Display list for the labels on the buttons. •/ 

display_buttonJabels = glGenLists (NUM_BUTTONS); 
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for (int i=0; i < NUM_BUTTONS; i++) { 

glPushMatrixO; 

glNewList (display_button_labels+i, GL_COMPILE); 

glDisable(GL_CULL_FACE); 

glShadeModel(GL_FLAT); 

glDisable(GL_LIGHTING); 

glColor3f(1.0, 1.0, 1.0); 

glTranslatef(-CONTROL_BUTTON_LENGTH/2.25-2,-

CONTROL_BUTTON_WIDTH/5,CONTROL_BUTTON_HEIGHT/2+1); 

glScalef(TEXT_SCALE, TEXT_SCALE, 1.0); 

switch (i) { 

case 0: 

tkDrawStr(display_font, "None"); 

break; 

case 1: 

tkDrawStr(display_font,"Translate"); 

break; 

case 2: 

tkDrawStr(display_font,"Rotate"); 
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break; 

case 3: 

tkDrawStr(display_font,"Scale"); 

break; 

case 4: 

tkDrawStr(display_font,"Stylus Switch"); 

break; 

} 

glEnable(GL_CULL_FACE); 

glEnable(GL_LIGHTING); 

glEndListO; 

glPopMatrixO; 

} 

/• Display list for the control cube. •/ 

display_control_cube = glGenLists (1); 

glNewList (display_controI_cube, GLCOMPILE); 

glShadeModel(GL_FLAT); 
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glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT,GL_AMBIENT_AND_DIFFUSE, 

wall_mat_amb_diff); 

glBegin(GL_QUADS); { 

/• left •/ 

glNormal3f(-1.0,0.0,0.0); 

glVertex3f(C0NTR0L_CUBE_X - CONTROL_CUBE_WIDTH/2.0, 

WORKSPACE_YMIN, 

WORKSPACE_ZMIN); 

glVertex3f(C0NTR0L_CUBE_X - CONTROL_CUBE_WIDTH/2.0, 

WORKSPACE_YMIN, 

CONTROL_CUBE_Z + CONTROL_CUBE_WIDTH/2.0); 

glVertex3f(C0NTR0L_CUBE_X - CONTROL_CUBE_WIDTH/2.0, 

WORKSPACE_YMAX, 

CONTROL_CUBE_Z + CONTROL_CUBE_WIDTH/2.0); 

glVertex3f(C0NTR0L_CUBE_X - CONTROL_CUBE_WD3TH/2.0, 

WORKSPACE_YMAX, 

WORKSPACE_ZMIN); 

/•front •/ 

glNormal3f(0.0,0.0,1.0); 
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glVertex3f(C0NTR0L_CUBE_X - CONTROL_CUBE_WIDTH/2.0, 

WORKSPACE_YMIN, 

CONTROL_CUBE_Z + CONTROL_CUBE_WIDTH/2.0); 

glVertex3f(W0RKSPACE_XMAX, 

WORKSPACE_YMIN, 

CONTROL_CUBE_Z + CONTROL_CUBE_WIDTH/2.0); 

glVertex3f(W0RKSPACE_XMAX, 

WORKSPACE_YMAX, 

CONTROL_CUBE_Z + CONTROL_CUBE_WIDTH/2.0); 

glVertex3f(C0NTR0L_CUBE_X - CONTROL_CUBE_WIDTH/2.0, 

WORKSPACE_YMAX, 

CONTROL_CUBE_Z + CONTROL_CUBE_WIDTH/2.0); 

glEndO; 

glEndListO; 

} 

/• Display list for button. •/ 

display_button = glGenLists(l); 

glNewList(display_button,GL_COMPILE); 

glShadeModel(GL_FLAT); 
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glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT, GL_AMBIENT_AND_DIFFUSE, 

button_mat_amb_diff); 

drawcube 

(CONTROL_BUTTON_LENGTH,CONTROL_BUTTON_WIDTH,CONT 

ROL_BUTTON_HEIGHT); 

glEndListO; 

/• Display list for active (i.e. currently selected) button. •/ 

displaybuttonactive = glGenLists(l); 

glNewList(display_button_active, GLCOMPILE); 

glShadeModel(GL_FLAT); 

glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT,GL_AMBIENT_AND_DIFFUSE, 

buttonacti vematambdiff); 

drawcube 

(CONTROL_BUTTON_LENGTH,CONTROL_BUTTON_WIDTH,CONT 

ROL_BUTTON_HEIGHT); 

glEndListO; 

/• Display list for the cube. 
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This routine creates the GL cube. It first creates the cube 

object, then creates each die mark on each face of the cube. •/ 

displaycube = glGenLists (1); 

glNewList (display_cube, GL_COMPILE); 

glShadeModel(GL_SMOOTH); 

glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT, GL_SHININESS, cube_shine); 

glMaterialfv^(GL_FRONT,GL_AMBIENT_AND_DIFFUSE, 

cubematambdiff); 

glPushMatrixO; 

/• Defauh lengths of haptics cube are height=2, width=2, length=2. •/ 

draw_cube(2,2,2); 

glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT, GL_SHININESS, mat_shine); 

/• Create each die face. •/ 

for (int num=0; num < 6; num++) { 

glPushMatrixO; 

switch (num+1) { 

case 1: 
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glTranslatef(0,0,l); 

break; 

case 2: 

glTranslatef[ 1,0,0); 

glRotatef(90,0,l,0); 

break; 

case 3: 

glTranslatef(0,l,0); 

glRotatef(90,1,0,0); 

break; 

case 4: 

glTranslatef(0,-l,0); 

glRotatef(90,1,0,0); 

break; 

case 5: 

glTranslatef(-l,0,0); 

glRotatef(90,0,l,0); 

break; 

case 6: 
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glTranslatef(0,0,-l); 

break; 

} 

for(intj=0;j<7;j++){ 

if (dicej3os[num]|j] = -1) 

break; 

glPushMatrixO; 

int ind = dice_pos[num]|j]; 

glTranslatef(-1 +dice_coords[ind] [0] •2,-1 +dice_coords[ind] [ 1 ] ̂ 2,0); 

glScalef(l,l,.2); 

glRotatef(90,0,l,l); 

draw_cube(.25,.25,.25); 

glPopMatrixO; 

} 

glPopMatrixO; 

} 

glPopMatrixO; 

glEndList (); 
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/• Display list for the cursor. •/ 

displaycursor = glGenLists (1); 

glNewList (display_cursor, GL_COMPILE); 

glShadeModel(GL_SMOOTH); 

glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT,GL_AMBIENT_AND_DIFFUSE, 

cursormatambdiff); 

gluSphere (quadObj, CURSOR_RADIUS, 6,6); 

glEndList (); 

/• Display list for the active (i.e. currently in the workspace region 

where effects are active) cursor. •/ 

displaycursoractive = glGenLists (1); 

glNewList (display_cursor_active, GLCOMPILE); 

glShadeModel(GL_SMOOTH); 

glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT,GL_AMBIENT_AND_DIFFUSE, 

cursoractivematambdiff); 

gluSphere (quadObj, CURSOR_RADIUS, 6,6); 

glEndList (); 
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gluDeleteQuadric(quadObj); 

/• Create graphics quit button, from quit.c. •/ 

create_quit_button(QUIT_BUTTON_WIDTH); 

} 

^***:iit*t***************** 

• •:: :update_graphics::: • • 

******:ti*HtJt:t ************** 

••Redraw graphics objects. 

This fimction is called on idle by the window system to redraw 

the scene as the cursor and buttons move. •/ 

inline void CALLBACK update_graphics(void) 

{ 

GLfloat dxl = eyeOffset; // viewpoint separation 

GLfloat fcursorposO,fcursorposl ,fcursorpos2; 

GLfloat cuberot; 

int isActive; 
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fcursorposO=fabs(cursor_pos[0]); 

fcursorposl=fabs(cursor_pos[l ]); 

fcursorpos2=fabs(cursor_pos[2]); 

/• Quit if the haptics process has quit. 

getDoneServoLoop is TRUE if the servoloop is not running. •/ 

if (scene->getDone ServoLoopO) { 

printf("Exiting\n"); 

auxQuitO; 

exit(-l); 

} 

/• Update objects with graphics and event callbacks. •/ 

scene->updateGraphics(); 

scene->updateEvents(); 

if (fcursorposO < 150 && 

fcursorposl < 80 && 
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fcursorpos2 < 80 && 

PHANToM->getManipulatorO && 

PHANToM->getManipulator()->isActive()) 

isActive=true; 

} 

else 

{ 

isActive=false; 

/• Clear the window. •/ 

glClear (GL_COLOR_BUFFER_BIT | GL_DEPTH_BUFFER_BIT); 

if (graphics_on) { 

glStencilFunc(GL_AL WAYS,Oxl ,0x1); 

glStencilOp(GL_KEEP,GL_KEEP,GL_KEEP); 

glEnable(GL_CULL_FACE); 
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/• Draw the control cube. •/ 

glDisable(GL_STENCIL_TEST); 

glCallList(display_control_cube); 

/• Draw the buttons. •/ 

for (int i = 0; i < NUM_BUTTONS; i++) { 

glPushMatrixO; 

glTranslatef(button_poss[i] [0], button_poss[i] [ 1 ], 

button_poss[i] [2]); 

if (i = NUM_BUTT0NS-1) { 

if (usestylusswitch) 

glCallList(display_button_active); 

else 

glCallList(display_button); 

} 

else { 

if (i = currenteffect) 

glCallList(display_button_active); 

else 
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glCallList(display_button); 

} 

glCallList(display_button_labels+i); 

glPopMatrixO; 

} 

/• Draw the quit button. •/ 

glPushMatrixO; 

glTranslatef(quit_button_pos[0],quit_button_pos[ 1 ],quit_button JK)S[ 

21); 

drawquitbuttonO; 

glPopMatrixO; 

if(stereo) // if stereo viewing on 

{ 

glEnable(GL_STENCIL_TEST); 

cuberot=cube_rot[0] • 180/3.14; 
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/// set left-eye perspective 

glMatrixMode(GL_PROJECTION); 

glLoadldentityO; 

// skew viewer symmetry leftward 

gluPerspective(40.0, (GLfloat) width/(GLfloat) height, 

VIEWER_DISTANCE + WORKSPACE_ZMIN -100.0, 

VIEWER_DISTANCE + (WORKSPACE_ZMAX -

WORKSPACE_ZMIN)+20); 

glPushMatrixO; 

glTranslatef(0-dxl, 0, 0); // move leftward for left 

eye view 

glMatrixMode(GL_MODELVIEW); 
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glStencilFunc(GL_EQUAL,Oxl ,0x1); 

glStencilOp(GL_KEEP,GL_KEEP,GL_KEEP); 

glPushMatrixO; 

glTranslatef(cursor_pos[0], cursor_pos[l], cursorj3os[2]); 

/• Display the cursor as active if the cursor is in the workspace 

region where manip is active, and the current manip is not 

nonQ*/ 

if (isActive) 

glCallList(display_cursor_active); 

else 

glCallList(display_cursor); 

glPopMatrixO; 

glPushMatrixO; 

glTranslatef(cube_pos[0],cube_pos[l],cube_pos[2]); 

glRotatef(cuberot, 1,0,0); 

glRotatef(cuberot,0,1,0); 
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glRotatef(cuberot,0,0,1); 

glScalef(cube_scale[0],cube_scale[l],cube_scale[2]); 

glCalIList(display_cube); 

glPopMatrixO; 

// set right-eye perspective 

glMatrixMode(GL_PROJECTION); 

// glLoadldentityO; 

glPopMatrixO; 

glTranslatef(0-f-dxl, 0, 0); // move rightward 

for right eye view 

// render scene again for right-eye view 

glMatrixMode(GL_MODELVIEW); 

glStencilFunc(GL_NOTEQUAL,0xl ,0x1); 

glStencilOp(GL_KEEP,GL_KEEP,GL_KEEP); 
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glPushMatrixO; 

glTranslatef(cube_pos[0],cube_pos[l],cube_pos[2]); 

glRotatef(cuberot, 1,0,0); 

glRotatef(cuberot,0,1,0); 

glRotatef(cuberot,0,0,1); 

glScalef(cube_scale[0],cube_scale[l],cube_scale[2]); 

glCalLList(display_cube); 

glPopMatrixO; 

glPushMatrixO; 

glTranslatef(cursor_pos[0], cursor_pos[l], cursor_pos[2]); 

// Display the cursor as active if the cursor is in the workspace 

// region where manip is active, and the current manip is not 

// none, 

if (isActive) 

glCallList(display_cursor_active); 

else 

glCallList(display_cursor); 

glPopMatrixO; 
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} 

else //no stereo viewing 

{ 

glDisable(GL_STENCIL_TEST); 

glEnable(GL_CULL_FACE); 

cuberot=cube_rot[0] • 180/3.14; 

glMatrixMode(GL_PROJECTION); 

glLoadldentityO; 

gluPerspective(40.0, (GLfloat) width/(GLfloat) height, 

VIEWER_DISTANCE + WORKSPACE_ZMIN - 100.0, 

VIEWER_DISTANCE + (WORKSPACE_ZMAX -

WORKSPACE_ZMIN)+20); 

glPushMatrixO; 

glMatrixMode(GL_MODELVIEW); 
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glPushMatrixO; 

glTranslatef(cursor_pos[0], cursor_pos[l], cursor_pos[2]); 

/• Display the cursor as active if the cursor is in the workspace 

region where manip is active, and the current manip is not 

nOTiQ.*/ 

if (isActive) 

glCallList(display_cursor_active); 

else 

glCallList(display_cursor); 

glPopMatrixO; 

glPushMatrixO; 

glTranslatef(cubej3Os[0],cube__pos[l],cube_pos[2]); 

glRotatefl;cuberot, 1,0,0); 

glRotatef(cuberot,0,1,0); 

glRotatef(cuberot,0,0,1); 

glScalef(cube_scale[0],cube_scale[l],cube_scale[2]); 
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glCallList(display_cube); 

glPopMatrixO; 

glEnable(GL_STENCIL_TEST); 

} 

glFlushO; 

auxSwapBuffersO; 

^*****^i^it****** ********* 

• •:.: drawcube:.: • • 

*^it ************ ********* 

••Draw a cube with the 

dimensions specified, centered at the origin. •/ 

inline void draw_cube(float length, float width, float height) 

{ 
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glBegin(GL_QUADS); 

glNormal3f(-1.0,0.0,0.0); 

glVertex3f(-length/2.0, -width/2.0, -height/2.0); 

glVertex3f(-length/2.0, -width/2.0, height/2.0); 

glVertex3f(-length/2.0, width/2.0, height/2.0); 

glVertex3f(-length/2.0, width/2.0, -height/2.0); 

glNormal3f(1.0,0.0,0.0); 

glVertex3f(length/2.0, -width/2.0, -height/2.0); 

glVertex3f(length/2.0, width/2.0, -height/2.0); 

glVertex3f(length/2.0, width/2.0, height/2.0); 

glVertex3f(length/2.0, -width/2.0, height/2.0); 

glNormal3f(0.0, 1.0,0.0); 

glVertex3f(-length/2.0, width/2.0, -height/2.0); 

glVertex3f(-length/2.0, width/2.0, height/2.0); 

glVertex3f(length/2.0, width/2.0, height/2.0); 

glVertex3f(length/2.0, width/2.0, -height/2.0); 
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glNormal3f(0.0,-1.0,0.0); 

glVertex3f(-length/2.0, -width/2.0, -height/2.0); 

glVertex3f(length/2.0, -width/2.0, -height/2.0); 

glVertex3f(length/2.0, -width/2.0, height/2.0); 

glVertex3f(-length/2.0, -width/2.0, height/2.0); 

glNormal3f(0.0,0.0, 1.0); 

glVertex3f(-length/2.0, -width/2.0, height/2.0); 

glVertex3f(length/2.0, -width/2.0, height/2.0); 

glVertex3f(length/2.0, width/2.0, height/2.0); 

glVertex3f(-length/2.0, width/2.0, height/2.0); 

glNormal3f(0.0,0.0,-1.0); 

glVertex3f(-length/2.0, width/2.0, -height/2.0); 

glVertex3f(length/2.0, width/2.0, -height/2.0); 

glVertex3f(length/2.0, -width/2.0, -height/2.0); 

glVertex3f(-length/2.0, -width/2.0, -height/2.0); 

glEndO; 
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••:::init_haptics:::^^ 

* * * * * * * : t i i l f i t t * * * * * * * * * * * * 

••Initialize haptics. 

Creates scene graph. The scene graph is composed of 

the scene node, then the scene graph containing all 

the haptics objects. •/ 

void inithapticsO { 

scene = new gstScene; 

/• Create the root separator. •/ 

rootH = new gstSeparator; 

scene->setRoot(rootH); 

/• Create the phantom object. When this line is processed, the phantom 

position is zeroed. •/ 

PHANToM = new gstPHANToM("phantom.ini"); 
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PHANToM->setGraphicsCallback(updatePhantomCB,&cursor_pos); 

rootH->addChild(PHANToM); 

/• Make workspace boundaries. We confine the phantom inside the limits 

of 

the workspace. The boundary cube is larger than normally found in 

other 

demos because the large inertia effect tends to buzz (i.e. feel 

active) when interacting with the boundary cube. The workspace 

is constructed such that the only constraint is the right wall 

(the rest of the walls are beyond the mechanical workspace of 

the PHANToM). •/ 

gstBoundaryCube •workspaceH = new gstBoundaryCube(); { 

workspaceH->setWidth(WORKSPACE_XMAX-

WORKSPACE_XMIN+200); 

workspaceH->setLength(WORKSPACE_ZMAX-

WORKSPACE_ZMIN+2000); 

workspaceH->setHeight(WORKSPACE_YMAX-

WORKSPACE_YMIN+2000); 
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workspaceH-

>setPosition(( W0RKSPACE_XMAX+W0RKSPACE_XMIN)/2-100, 

(W0RKSPACE_YMAX+W0RKSPACE_YMIN)/2-

500, 

(W0RKSPACE_ZMAX+W0RKSPACE_ZMIN)/2-

500); 

/• Bound the phantom object. If this is not set, 

the phantom will ignore the boundary object. •/ 

PHANToM->setBoundaryObj(workspaceH); 

} 

/• Create the control cube. This is the cube upon which 

the buttons and button labels are placed. •/ 

gstCube •controlCubeH = new gstCube; { 

controlCubeH-

>setTranslate(CONTROL_CUBE_X,CONTROL_CUBE_Y,CONTROL_C 

UBE_Z); 

controlCubeH->setScale(CONTROL_CUBE_WIDTH/2); 

} 
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cubeH = new gstCube; { 

cubeH->setTranslate(CUBE_X,CUBE_Y,CUBE_Z); 

//cubeH->setScale(CUBE_WIDTH,CUBE_WIDTH,CUBE_WIDTH); 

cubeH.>setScale(CUBE_WIDTH,CUBE_WIDTH,CUBE_WIDTH); 

cubeH->setGraphicsCallback(updateCubeCB,NULL); 

} 

/• This contains the entire scene graph. This 

is added to the root separator, rootH, so we 

can remove and add it to the scene graph. When 

the H key is pressed, everything under the hapticScene 

node will be removed from the scene. •/ 

hapticScene = new gstSeparator; 

/• Create the buttons. The button scene graph 

representation is: 

»gstSeperator->gstButton->gstCube« 

• / 

gstSeparator •buttonsHS[NUM_BUTTONS]; 

for (int i=0; i < NUM_BUTTONS; i++) { 
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/• Create a pointer to an integer representing 

the number of the button. This is passed into 

the event callback for the button. •/ 

int •buttonnum = new int; 

•button num = i: 

float y_pos; 

/• Create a button. The scene graph representation is: 

» gstSeparator->gstButton->gstCube « 

buttonsHS[i] = new gstSeparator; { 

/• Place the button. •/ 

y_pos = CONTROL_BUTTON_Y_START-

1.1 •CONTROL_BUTTON_WIDTH î; 

buttonsHS[i]->setTranslate(CONTROL_BUTTON_X_START-

30,y_pos,CONTROL_BUTTON_Z_START); 

/• Make the button dynamic object. •/ 

gstButton •buttonDynamic = new gstButton; 
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/• The event callback is passed the number of the button. 

This fimction is called whenever scene->updateEvents() 

is called and the position of the dynamic has changed. •/ 

buttonDynamic->setEventCallback(eventButtonCB,button_num); 

/• Make the button cube. The button cube is the 

physical shape of the button and is the actual 

object that the user interacts with. •/ 

gstCube •buttonH = new gstCube; 

buttonH-

>setScale(C0NTR0L_BUTT0N_LENGTH/2,C0NTR0L_BUTT0N_WID 

TH/2,CONTROL_BUTTON_HEIGHT/2); 

/• Add the dynamic to the separator, and the cube to the dynamic. •/ 

buttonsHS[i]->addChild(buttonDynamic); 

buttonDynamic->addChild(buttonH); 

/• Set the properties of the button. •/ 

buttonDynamic->setDamping(2.0); 

buttonDynamic->setMass(.02); 
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buttonDynamic->setK( 150); 

buttonDynamic->setDeadband(CONTROL_BUTTON_HEIGHT/2-. 1): 

buttonDynamic->setThrowDist(CONTROL_BUTTON_HEIGHT/2); 

/• Set the graphics callback of the button so we can 

see the button move. The graphics callback is passed 

the graphics position of the button used to draw 

the object. •/ 

buttonD3mamic-

>setGraphicsCallback(updateButtonCB,&button_poss[i]); 

} 

/• Add the button to the scene graph. •/ 

hapticScene->addChild(buttonsHS[i]); 

} 

/• Add all the objects to the scene graph. •/ 

hapticScene->addChild(workspaceH); 

hapticScene->addChild(controlCubeH); 

hapticScene->addChild(cubeH); 

/• Create and add the quit button to the scene graph. The 
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quit button is passed a pointer to the scene node as 

its argument, so the quit button can stop the servoloop 

through scene->stopservoloop(). The quit button fiinctions 

are defined in quit.c. •/ 

rootH-

>addChild(create_quit_buttonH(QUIT_BUTTON_WIDTH,quit_button_pos 

,scene)); 

rootH->addChild(hapticScene); 

} 

^***t****************** 

••:::eventButtonCB:::^^ 

***:t:*t ***************** 

••Event callback for the buttons. 

••[•] is the button dynamic. 

••[•eventData] is the gstEvent structure corresponding 

to the button. In this cae, the event.id 

contains the button state, 

••[•param] is the user-defined argument; in this case, it 
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is the number of the button. 

This is called whenever a button is pressed or returns from 

a pressed state to a nonpressed state. It generates the 

specified effect. •/ 

void eventButtonCB(gstTransform •, void •eventData, void •param) { 

/• The user-defined argument is the button number. •/ 

int •buttonnum = (int •)param; 

/• Get the gstEvent data. The gstEvent structure is 

common to all dynamic objects, but its fields have 

different meanings depending on the type of 

dynamic. In this case, the event.id is the button 

state. •/ 

/• Create and save the various effects that we can choose from. •/ 

static gstTranslateManipulator •Tmanip = new gstTranslateManipulator; 

static gstRotateManipulator •Rmanip = new gstRotateManipulator; 

static gstScaleManipulator •Smanip = new gstScaleManipulator; 

/• Get the button state from the event id. Change the effect if 

the button is pressed. •/ 

gstEvent •event = (gstEvent •)eventData; 
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if (event->id = gstButton::PRESSED) { 

if (•button_num != NUM_BUTT0NS-1) 

currenteffect = •buttonnum; 

/• Set the currenteffect number to the button number. The current effect 

number allows the buttons to determine which button is active so the 

current one can be drawn highlighted. •/ 

switch (•buttonnum) { 

case 0: /• = NONE •/ 

PHANToM->setManipulator(NULL); 

break; 

case 1: /• = Translation •/ 

PHANToM->setManipulator(Tmanip); 

Tmanip->setNode(cubeH); 

break; 

case 2: /• = Rotation •/ 

PHANToM->setManipulator(Rmanip); 

Rmanip->setMass(0.1); 

Rmanip->setDamping(0.0001); 

Rmanip->setNode(cubeH); 
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break; 

case3:/^ = Scale •/ 

PHANToM->setManipulator(Smanip); 

Smanip->setNode(cubeH); 

break; 

case 4: /• Toggle stylus switch •/ 

usestylusswitch = lusestylusswitch; 

break; 

} 

} 

^****:tt**Hi*t ************* 

• •::: updateButtonCB::: • • 

*************** **ti):***** 

••Graphics update function for the buttons. 

••[•button] is the button object. 

••[•] is the callback data associated with the button. 
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••[•param[ is the user-defined param; in this case, it is 

a pointer to the graphical position of the button. 

Updates the graphics button to the position of the haptics 

button. •/ 

void updateButtonCB(gstTransform •button, void •, void •param) { 

gstPoint •buttonPosG = (gstPoint •)param; 

•buttonPosG = button->getPosition_WC(); 

} 

^*********iift * * * * * * * * * * 

••:::updateCubeCB:::^^ 

********* ***t Hett ****** 

•• Graphics updates function for the die. 

••[•button] is the button object. 

••[•] is the callback data associated with the button. 

••[•param[ is the user-defined param; in this case, it is 

a pointer to the graphical position of the button. 

Updates the position, scale, and orientation of the die 

to match the graphics equivilant. •/ 

void updateCubeCB(gstTransform •objH, void •, void •) { 
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/• Get the haptics position of the die. •/ 

cube_pos = objH->getPosition_WC(); 

/• Get the rotation angles of the die. •/ 

gstTransfomiMatrix tm = objH->getRotationMatrix(); 

cube_rot = tm.getRotationAngles(); 

/• Get the scale factors of the die. •/ 

cube_scale = objH->getScaleFactor(); 

} 

• •:: :updatePhantomCB::: • • 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * itiitt******:teilf 

••Graphics callback for phantom pointer, 

••[•phantom] is the haptic phantom object. 

••[•] contains the callback data associated with the phantom, 

••[•param] contains the user-defined parameter that is passed 

into the callback as an argument. In this case, 

it is the pointer to the GL cursor position. 
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Updates the graphics phantom object to the position of the haptics 

phantom. This is processed whenever scene->updateGraphics is called. •/ 

void updatePhantomCB(gstTransform •phantom, void •, void •param) { 

/• Cast the parameter as the cursor position. •/ 

gstPoint •cursor_pos = (gstPoint •)param; 

/• Get the posidon of the haptic phantom. •/ 

//gstPoint PhantomPos = phantom->getPosition(); 

gstPoint PhantomPos; 

PHANToM->getSCP_WC(PhantomPos); 

/• Set the cursor position to the haptic phantom position. •/ 

•cursor_pos = PhantomPos; 

/• Update the manipulator's useStylusSwitch variable, 

which determines whether GHOST should use the stylus 

switch to start/stop the manipulator. •/ 

if (PHANToM->getManipulator()) { 

PFIANToM->getManipulator()->setUseStylusSwitch(use_stylus_switch); 

/• Stop the manipulator if the PHANToM draws near the edges of 

its mechanical limits. The PHANToM tends to be less stable 

near its limits and may buzz. 
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Also stops the manipulator if the manipulator moves into the 

button region. This is to prevent users from accidentily hitting 

buttons while manipulating the object. •/ 

if (PHANToM->getManipulatorO->isActive() && 

(PhantomPos[0]<-150 || 

PhantomPos[0] > 20 || 

fabs(PhantomPos[l]) > 80 || 

fabs(PhantomPos[2]) > 80)) { 

//PHANToM->getManipulator()->setUseStylusSwitch(FALSE); 

//use_stylus_switch = FALSE; 

togglemanipulatorO; 

} 

} 

} 
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